New App Aids Gunnery

A new mobile application, Gunnery-Timer and Calculator, is now available to aid gunnery. The app times task engagements and calculates engagement and base scores during crew gunnery on stabilized and unstabilized platforms.

The Gunnery-Timer and Calculator app features three functional tools: timer, point calculator and engagement-modifier calculator.

The gunnery timer allows you to time engagements during crew gunnery for DA Form 8265.

The point calculator allows you to calculate points acquired from up to four targets during crew-gunner engagements and verify the total points and the engagement score on DA Form 8265.

The engagement-modifier calculator allows you to calculate and update engagement and modifier points for the modifier fields on DA Form 8265.

The app was created in partnership between U.S. Army Research Institute’s Fort Hood Research Unit and the Training and Doctrine Command Capability Manager Mobile-Learning, Fort Eustis, VA, with support from the Maneuver Center of Excellence and U.S. Army Armor School, and significant input from noncommissioned officers and officers at Fort Hood.
